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RESEARCH GOALS
 

For our user research, we decided to create a survey. It's important for us to get
feedback from multiple perspectives of people that could potentially use the

website.  We used a google survey and received 11 responses. There was an array
of majors from political science, education, marketing, and computer science.  

 



WEBSITE 1
Features:

One Box with All the information
Color Blocked Sections

Single Scroll
Color Blocked Sections

WEBSITE 2
Brief Synopsis and Click Out to Learn

More
One Color

Multiple, Separate but Linked Pages
Clickable Timeline



Would you prefer to have the narrative all on one page or click
out to learn more on a aseperate page?

Do you like the background of the site to be all one color or have 
the sections being blocked by different colors?

Do you find the site more engaging as a single scroll or as 
multiple, seperate but linked pages? 

Do you find a clickable timeline or the color blocked sections 
more engaging?

Which site has a better overall feel?

Why do you feel this site has a better overall feel?

INTERVIEW 
QUESTIONS

Are there any improvements you would make to the 
functionality or layout of the site?



Would you prefer to have the information from the timeline of this history site
all on one box or be able to view a brief synopsis of the information and click
out to learn more on a separate page?

72.7%
Brief Synopsis and Click Out to LearnMore



Do you like the background of the sections being blocked by different colors
or all the same color?

72.7%
Color Blocked Sections



Do you find the site more engaging as a single scroll (Website One) or as
multiple, separate but linked pages (Website Two)?

54.5%
Multiple, Separate but Linked 
Pages



Do you find the color blocked sections or the clickable timeline more
engaging?

72.7%
Clickable Timeline



Which site has a better overall feel?

54.5%
Website One



Based on our research, the survey showed that users prefer multiple clickable windows,
less text, and a "click to learn more button". Most people also preferred the lighter

color scheme. 

RESEARCH RESULTS
 



Website 1 Website 2

"This site is more aesthetically pleasing to look at,
but also is more reader friendly. Instead of being

bombarded by text it’s more condensed"

"This site is more aesthetically pleasing to look at,
but also is more reader friendly. Instead of being

bombarded by text it’s more condensed"

"Easier to read" "Less informational clutter."

"The color scheme – seems more warm & inviting.
Lighter hues as well!"

"More engaging to follow because of variety in
setup"

"The color scheme"
"More engaging to follow because of variety in

setup"

"It felt cleaner and more intuitive to read" "It feels more natural to scroll and click through"

"straight to the point"  



ARE THERE ANY
IMPROVEMENTS YOU
WOULD MAKE TO
FUNCTIONALITY OR
LAYOUT OF THE SITE?

"Synopsis should not be the first sentence
of the paragraph, because it should be
easy for the reader to understand and
find. The dead space of the layout for
'click out and learn more' is unappealing
and I think you could easily incorporate
the two together."


